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I N the paper by Plotkin,1 first-order corrections to slender wing theory2 were developed due to spanwise thickness and cam-
ber distributions. The velocity potential <f>(x, y, z) calculated in the 
paper1 actually corresponds to the flow having zero normal velocity 
at the body contour and a vertical velocity at infinity proportional to 
the angle of attack [<f>z(x, y, \z\ -> oo) = Ua]. The mentioned ve-
locity potential <f> is not the perturbation velocity potential of the 
inner flow, <f>'(x, y, z), having a vertical velocity —all at the body 
contour and zero velocity at infinity.3 Therefore, the lift obtained 
by an integration of the pressure jump over the wing surface, cal-
culated using <f>, should have been calculated using <f>' in Plotkin's 
Eqs. (20-22), the difference in the lift value being 
pU2Sba (1) 
where Si, is the area of the final section, which is zero for wings 
without thickness but should be retained in the case considered in 
Plotkin's paper. 
Particularly, for the elliptical cross-sectional wing solved in 
Plotkin's paper,1 this new term cancels out the perturbation term 
ijr Aae calculated in the paper, which is, finally, 
CL = \nAa (2) 
Up to the considered approximation, there is no contribution of the 
thickness of a wing with the considered shape to the lift. 
For the elliptical section wing, Eq. (2) can also be obtained using 
the Joukowsky conformal transform to map the ellipse into a circle. 
It is not necessary, for this particular case, to use the expansion in 
Plotkin's paper1 Eq. (4). Therefore, it can be stated that for slender 
wings with elliptical sections, there is no contribution to the lift due 
to its thickness. 
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